Frame Care
We always find a solution
Luxe polarised flash mirror lenses now in stock
… and going out fast!
The latest additions to our plano sunlens collection looks amazing and is already
very popular. Suitable for full rim as well as rimless fitting, these beautiful polarised
lenses follows the latest fashion trends. With the 4 most popular mirror coatings of
Flash Silver, Flash Gold, Ice Blue and Rose Gold mirror our stock range is now even
more comprehensive! Call Kylie for more information.

WASSUP?

Latest WEYE news
Our very own handcrafted Weye rimless eyewear is forever gaining popularity,
and with the latest new shapes caters for a growing demographic range.

•

Hitting 400.000 repairs in
March, we are getting very close
to a new milestone of
500.000 awesome and
innovative repairs!

•

The launch of W.EYE eyewear’s
NEW beautiful and chic website!
Explore the great new look on

Being a boutique product with all the options for individualization, bespoke is
the word. One of our exclusive Scandinavian stockists love the concept so much
they developed a new W.EYE shape, and Pernille is wearing it herself. We have
adopted it and named it Boho Luxe. How cool is that!

3 ways to stay in touch:
Facebook/Instagram
Familiarising yourself with what Frame Care can do greatly help you
increase efficiency when dealing with your customer’s broken frame. Our
new order sheets even has pricing on the most common repairs so you can
quote on the spot. Follow us on Facebook to stay updated on what we can
do.

ODMA
Kylie will be attending ODMA’s OMEGA in Melbourne In July. She will be there
for the 3 days roaming floor, checking in with suppliers of parts, lenses and
equipment. Most importantly she will be available to chat about Frame Care
and W.EYE eyewear. We will keep you posted on her whereabouts on the days –
or just look for the girl from the tropics freezing in the Melbourne winter!!
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Frame Care covers your patient’s needs
- whatever they might be.
If it can be done at all – we will make it
…Just saying J

happen

For more information, give us a bell

07 4032 4141
or e-mail:
info@framecareaustralia.com.au

…is a great way to learn from other Optometrists, dispensers and
mechanics get help to solve problems and find information. We are
constantly checking in to see if we can be of help too.

Are you considering becoming a stockiest of W.EYE rimless eyewear?
We offer exclusive consignments to independent optometrists and would love to have you on board.
Explore our website to get to know W.EYE: www.weye.com.au

Thank you for reading

